In this work, the structural, spectroscopic and electronic properties of proposed model complexes of 4,4-Difluoro-4-borata-3a-azonia4a-ana-s-indacene(BODIPY)-Ferrocene based Calcium ion sensors were investigated by means of DFT calculations. Geometric, and electronic effects of 4 different chemical linkers, azin(1), azadiene(2), urea(3) and thiazole(4), were predicted on the development of these fluorescent sensors computationally at B3LYP/LANL2DZ level. Designed sensors are expected to work in living systems, so all the calculations were carried out in water phase. In addition, frontier molecular orbital properties, electronic spectra and electrochemical properties were also computed. According to the computational thermodynamic results, sensors which contain urea and thiazole as the linker group, make the most stable complexes with Ca(II) ion. In general, it was found that calcium complexation of sensors leads to lower absorption energy bands, causes a decrease in HOMO-LUMO gap with respect to the linker type, a bathochromic shift in the lowest energy absorbance wavelengths, and an anodic shift of redox potential. Overall result of complexation is an increase in the absorption λ max value, while solvent effect causes a blue shift in absorption bands. Maximum emission redshift is observed in urea bridged sensors, followed by thiazole. This sequence was also spotted in the acidic environment. Molecular logic gates are also formed for normally protonated sensors and their metal complexes. Each type of designed sensors is corresponded to a certain type of logic gates.
Introduction
Parallel to the continuous shrinking of the optoelectronic devices such as molecular electronics and information delivery systems in the last decade, interests in the molecular devices has increased extremely. The most important feature of these molecular devices is being a molecular switch [1] . The most important feature of the molecular switches is to show reversible optical and electronic properties which vary in response to various environmental stimuli [2] . There is an enormous demand for chemical sensors for many areas and disciplines. High sensitivity and ease of operation are two main issues for sensor development. Fluorescence techniques can easily fulfill these requirements and therefore fluorescentbased sensors appear as one of the most promising candidates of chemical sensing. Day after day, these sensors improved from oneway to multiple channel sensors in order to be unrivaled sensitive (even just a single metal detection at very low concentrations) [3] . A typical fluorescent sensor combines an analyte recognition site with a fluorescent reporter moiety which translates the binding between the analyte and the recognition site into a fluorescent output signal. The design of fluorescent molecular sensors revolves around three basic concepts: the fluorophore, the recognition mechanism and the fluorescence signaling profile. Various fluorophores have been used in the designing of fluorescent sensors of metal cations. BODIPY is a particularly interesting fluorophore, in the field of molecular sensor designing due to its intense absorption of visible light, high fluorescence quantum yield and excellent photostability. Therefore, BODIPY fluorophores have been extensively used in the construction of molecular sensors. The emission of the parent BODIPY is usually in the green region and the Stokes shift is small (<20 nm) [4] . It should be stressed that a small Stokes shift is detrimental to the sensitivity of fluorescent molecular sensing systems. Interestingly, all the metal sensors based on BODIPY fluorophores show either short emission wavelength or small stokes shift. On the other hand, Ferrocene (Fc) is a very strong redox sensor showing excellent electrochemical sensitivity [5] . Fe (II) / Fe (III) redox couple is a perfect reversible electrochemical sensor. Cation coordination to an Fc host is expected to result in an anodic shift of the redox potential, making the Fc group more difficult to oxidize [6] .
In Scheme 1, a representative structure for new designed BODIPY-Ferrosen based three channel sensors is shown, where Fc ring is linked to two BODIPY fluorophores via two linkers (bridges) and a Ca ion is trapped between these linkers.
Introduction of Ca(II) ion to designed sensor leads some important changes in the geometry. The two fluorine atoms are tilted toward the Ca ion. Geometric changes and restrictions play a key role in the electronic structure of the Fc [7] .
In this work, it was aimed to design and computationally characterize Fc-BODIPY sensors of Ca(II) ion, for the use of possible future applications. It was also intended to investigate the trends in structural, electronic, redox, colorimetric and fluorescent properties of sensors against variations in the linker group. With these in mind, 4 models of BODIPY-Fc based sensors, having azine, azadiene, urea and thiazole groups as linkers, were constructed and their properties were determined computationally at B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of DFT. Also, molecular logic gates of these new designed sensors have been performed in acidic medium. Investigation of fluorescent molecular sensors from a theoretical perspective will improve our understanding of fluorescent sensors and will be helpful for designing new ones.
Calculation Methods
All calculations presented in this work were performed with the Gaussian 09 Revision C.0115 molecular modeling software using density functional theory (DFT) [8] methods, which can predict successful geometries, relative energies, and vibrational frequencies for transition metal complexes [9] .
To determine the best DFT functional for the calculations of model structures, bond lengths and bond angles values for selected BODIPY structures from literature were computed at M06, B3LYP, B3PW91 and B3P86 levels of DFT and computational results were compared with corresponding experimental values. As a result, the overall performance of B3LYP functional was found to be better than the other three DFT functional, and all results presented in these work were found by using B3LYP functional (See supporting information for details). LANL2DZ basis set was applied. This basis set was found to be in good agreement with the experimental results in describing metal-carbon bonds for organometallic compounds in many cases [10] .
All optimized geometries were also subjected to frequency analyses at the same level of optimization to verify the nature of the stationary points. Equilibrium geometries were characterized by the absence of imaginary frequencies in the reaction coordinate.
The time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) approach was used for the calculation of the vertical excitation energies in the UV-vis region.
In order to elucidate the interaction of designed structures with Ca (II) ions, Electrostatic Potential Surface maps are issued. A 7-digit TD-DFT method was used in emission calculation. The total energy of the structures (E), Gibbs free energy (W) and enthalpy (H) were calculated. Also, reduction potential of Fe (II) / Fe (III) redox couple, color changes and emission wavelengths were investigated. In addition, molecular logic gates were designed in acidic medium.
Results and Discussion

UV-visible absorption and emission spectra of the compounds
In Table 1 , calculated spectroscopic parameters for designed sensors are seen. Binding the Ca ion to the sensor unit affected the UV-vis and fluorescence properties of sensors. Addition of Ca ion increases these values in an amount depending on the type of the bridging group as seen in Table 1 . BODIPY unit has a major absorption peak (S0-S1 transition) near 500 nm. But incorporation of aryl susbstitutes and aza-substitution at the meso position push this peak into the red or blue end of the visible spectrum [11] . Further, using two fluorophores in a sensor, leads to longer absorption and emission wavelengths [12] . When results are compared, it is seen that the emission and absorption wavelengths are not overlapped and emission wavelengths are at longer values. In general, Maximum emission and absorption wavelengths of parent sensors are less than complexes. This sequence was also spotted in the acidic environment. In some of designed complexes emission and absorption wavelengths are shifted to NR-IR spectral region. These results, are defined as NIR dyes (red emitting fluorescent dyes), appear on the spectral properties of the compounds [13] . Spectrums can be found in Supporting Information in Figure S1 .
Among designed BODIPY-Fc based sensors the highest absorption red shift, caused by insertion of Ca ion into the structure, belongs to 3 which is 286 nm and the lowest value is that of 4 which exhibits a change of only 7 nm. Considering the geometry of 4, it is observed that Ca(II) ion is completely shifted toward the F atoms of BODIPY. Absorption wavelength in 2 increases by 228 nm and in 1 In 1 and 4 emission chemical shifts are found to be shifted towards lower magnetic fields with respect to the highest field signal of parent sensor. This effect is the most obvious in thiazole bridged structure which is about 119 nm. 2 has a red chemical shift value of 378 nm, where 3 has 85. 3 and 2-Ca have the longest emission wavelengths, on the other hand, 2 and 4-Ca own the lowest. Overall result of complexation is an increase in the λ max value, while solvent effect causes a blue shift in bands.
Stabilities and fronteir molecular orbitals
In order to investigate thermodynamic properties of complexation reactions, the statistical thermodynamic calculations were carried out at 1 atm. and 298.15 K. The thermodynamic parameters such as binding energy (E°), Gibbs free energy (G°), enthalpy (H°) and entropy (S°) of each designed sensor and their complexes were calculated, to investigate the stability of formed complexes. The thermodynamic functions are given in Table 2 . The stabilization energies are calculated with respect to the sum of electronic energies of the structures according to the designed below reactions as Eq. (1),
The enthalpy values for the Complexation reaction of 4 is more endothermic than 3 and 2, rendering 4 as a better Ca(II) ion acceptors. The ΔH values for the formation of 2-Ca is less exothermic. Conversely 1 has an endothermic complexation reaction with Ca(II) ion.
The value for ΔS is also positive for 4. The contact of the positive metal ion with the ligand donor atoms results in an effective charge neutralization and a positive entropy of association [14] . ΔS value is negative for formation of 1-Ca, 2-Ca and 3-Ca. This is perhaps due to an increased metal-ligand bond distance in the XY plane of the metal ion. Gibbs free energy reflects the trend of the spontaneous reaction. Formation of 1-Ca and 3-Ca complexes resulted from slightly endergonic processes (ΔG° = 11.52 and 12.45) under the working level of theory. The result of the calculated Gibbs free energy change has greatly improved from +13.52 to -25.60. Binding of Ca(II) to 2 and 4 is slightly exergonic (ΔG° = -0.51 and -25.60). So, complexation of 4 and 3 has been found to be most and least stable, respectively and formation of 4-Ca is preferred.
Negative and positive binding energies indicate stability and metastability of formed complexes. Binding energy of 4 is the lowest. It indicates that among these four designed sensors, 4 makes the most stable complexes. According to these thermodynamic results, tendency of our designed sensors to make an stable complex with Ca(II) ion is in this range 4>2>3>1. This is in agreement with the results of energy gaps of Frontier orbitals.
When HOMO-LUMO molecular orbitals of designed sensors are analyzed (Table 3) , we see that frontier orbitals are localized on whole molecule in 1 and 2, while they are shifted on Fc and BODIPY moieties in 1-Ca and 2-Ca. MO orbitals of both 3 and 3-Ca is on Fc and BODIPY units in respect. Sensor number 4 has its frontier orbital on BODIPY but HOMO is shifted toward Fc in 4-Ca. Orbital shift is an indication of orbital motion of electrons.
The HOMO-LUMO gap is an important parameter to characterize ISSN: 2380-5021 the electronic structure of molecules. According to the difference between the frontier orbitals energies, when the gap energy is higher, the system behaves like a stable molecule. Also the HOMO-LUMO gap is known to be the index of both kinetic stability (reactivity) and electrical conductivity. As it is known, the energy gap is lowered by the presence of conjugated π-systems in organic molecules. Therefore, the lower gap energies for Ca-complexes are attributed to the conjugated π-systems on the linkers. The smaller energy gap corresponds to the higher reactivity so that designed sensors can consider as the most reactive linkers. This decrement indicates stabilizing effect of Cacomplexes. It is seen that energy gap between HOMO and LUMO orbitals are reduced by adding metal ion into the structure. This decrement indicates stabilizing effect of Ca(II) on structures. For the HOMO-LUMO energy difference of the designed sensors, gap size increases from 1 to 4. This order remains the same when Ca(II) ion enters to the structure. The biggest MOs energy gap belongs to 4-Ca. The biggest difference in HOMO-LUMO energy belongs to sensor 3 and 4. The lower the LUMO energy amount, the bigger is electron affinity [15] . Sensors behave differently because the fluorophore is perturbed by the expansion of the π-conjugation framework. Existing π-interaction on different linkers is an important factor of interaction of analyte molecule with the chromophore.
Electrochemical properties
One of the most important characteristics of Fc is that, electron affinity can be controlled by chemical or electrochemical redox reactions. Standard electrode potential of protonated structures shown in Scheme 1 and their complexes, were calculated (Table  3) . Protonation was performed through linker groups in designed sensors. Thus the redox reaction solution was found by using a thermochemical cycle.
4 has the highest redox potential. Increase of the oxidation potential upon substitution of the Cyclopentadiene ring, (CP), can be explained by the withdrawal of electron density from Fc moiety by substituents. If the Ferrocenium moiety is stabilized by some group, then the oxidation potential will be lower. Change in E 0 means changing in the electronic environmental of the molecule. The cation coordination to an Fc host sensor is expected to result in an anodic shift of the redox potential, making the Fc group more difficult to oxidize [16] . Binding a cation to the receiver unit causes a positive shift of the redox potential (Fc/Fc+) and the cause is electrostatic interactions The cation coordination to an Fc host sensor, is expected to result in an anodic shift of the redox potential, making the Fc group more difficult to oxidize [17] . Bigger anodic shift in redox potential means, higher charge density carrying potential, by guest or molecule, or by other words it can shift electron density toward itself [18] . According to electrochemical potential, complexation ability of the bridges can be controlled. Reduction potential of Fc is known to be 0.4(V) [19] . According to our results, reduction potential amount is increased by adding BODIPY linkers and Ca(II) ion to the structures. Changes in the reduction potential values are an indication of cation connection to the bridge and also show bonds strength. Between reduction potential of designed sensors, which are shown in Table 3 , parent sensors have lower reduction potential values than complexes. The biggest reduction potential belongs to 4-Ca and the sensor 1 and 3 own the lowest.
Molecular Logic Gates
The use of Molecular Logic Gates in biochemical researches is very new and has started to improve. In Chemical logic systems, binding of a guest molecule to the host compound forms a logic input and results changes in absorption and/or fluorescence spectra, including physical changes (output) [20] . Logic of computing is based on bits that can be written and read as 0 or 1. This is achievable in molecules as in many ways, but the most common are based on switching the optical properties of the molecule. Fluorescent chemosensing is useful in biomedical research and it has been very recently developed into chemical logics. In the chemical logic system, the binding of a guest molecule to a host compound corresponds to the logic input and the resulting physical property change such as absorption and/or fluorescence spectra corresponds to the logic output.
In this research, molecular logic gates are formed for normally protonated and metal complexes of designed Fc-BODIPY based sensors which have shift in the emission spectrum. Accuracy tables of the sensors are given based on the calculated emission and absorption λ max in water phase and acidic medium. Calculated absorption and emission wavelengths, in water phase and in acidic medium, are shown in Table 1 Table 4 , sensors 1 and 4 corresponds to NOR sign of logic gates. The NOR gate is a combination OR gate followed by an inverter. Its output is "true" if both inputs are "false". Otherwise, the output is "false" [21] . Fluorescence from 725 and 695 are switched 'OFF' by Ca
2+
. Similar action of H + can also be seen. Here, the cations do not induce an enhanced emission from sensors.
In sensors 2 and 3, when two cations were added separately or all together as inputs, emission is significantly enhanced above the threshold. Thus, all three metal ion inputs are required simultaneously or separately for the emission increase; this behavior is in accordance with an OR logic gate. The OR gate gets its name from the fact that it behaves after the fashion of the logical inclusive "or". The output is "true" if either or both of the inputs are "true". If both inputs are "false," then the output is "false". The OR gate requires a set of nonselective receptors gives a positive optical response upon cation binding. The less selective the receptor, the operationally better OR action [22] . Both cations caused similar conformational changes in the receptor unit. The reason why the gate response is such can be explained in this way: Normally, with what we have discovered about BODIPY -Fc based sensors, one should expect low fluorescence output at long wavelength whenever fluoride is present on BODIPY moiety. But, when together with Ca(II) situation is different, because fluoride has a higher affinity for the chelated Ca(II)center.
Conclusion
According to the results of this study, for new designed BODIPYFc based Ca(II) sensors, 4 and 2 makes the most stable complexes with Ca(II) ion and it is proved, by thermodynamic calculations, that the decreasing order of desired complexation reaction is: 4→4-Ca˃2→2-Ca˃3→3-Ca˃1→1-Ca.
When spectroscopic properties are considered, we see parent sensors have bigger absorption wavelengths than complexes, increasing the red shift effect from 7 nm in 4 up to about 386 nm in 3 (3>2>4>1). Computed emission λ max values of 1-Ca and 4-Ca were observed shorter than their parent sensors. Among the other complexes, those having higher red shift, have also longer emission λ max values. In general, complex formation causes a decrease in the energies of both the HOMO and LUMO with respect to the linker group types, which results in the end with a decrease in HOMO-LUMO gaps. HOMO-LUMO energy gap decreases with introducing Ca ion into the sensors structures in this order 4-Ca>2-Ca>3-Ca>1-Ca. Another parameter indicating the stability of 4-Ca is redox potential, in other words, increasing amount of redox potential from 1 to 4 proves the difficulty of reduction through an electrochemical reaction, 4-Ca>2-Ca>3-Ca>1-Ca. Electrochemical investigation of designed sensors reveals an anodic shift of redox potential, by adding Ca(II) ion into the sensors. The biggest anodic shift belongs to 4-Ca (4>2>3 = 1). When molecular logic gates are proposed for normally protonated and metal complexes, it was found that each type of designed sensors are corresponded to NOR and OR gates.
As a result, we believe that our complementary theoretical investigations on the Fc-BODIPY molecular probes will be useful to be experimentaly designed, with predetermined photophysical properties. As an example a new type of donor-acceptor molecule DiFc-B combined Fc and BODIPY unit has been synthesized by Daoben Zhu and coworkers, and the photophysical property, and electrochemical property have studied [23] . A notable absorption change had been observed when metal ion was added to the compound. The energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO, spectral data and electrochemical results had a good consistence with our theoretical studies.
Consequently, the absorption and emission wavelengths and the experimental results are in line with the known fact that the DFT calculations usually underestimate the excitation energy for the transitions. Despite of some little discrepancy between the calculation and the experimental results, the DFT/TDDFT calculations clearly predicted the red shift of the absorption and fluorescence of probes upon interaction with Ca(II), the colorimetric and ratiometric fluorescence changes.
